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• Guest Rooms

• Food and Beverage – (Internal Outlets and External 

Outlets)

• Convention and Exhibition items

• Entertainment Tickets or Public Exhibition tickets

• Ferries and Transportation

• SPA

• Casino

Each of these items have a different profit profile for the 

resort.

What do guests buy at an 

Integrated Resort?



How Can Every Customer 

have a Different Value?

Groups

35% Rooms, 30% C&E, 20% F&B, 10% Casino and 5% Transportation

FIT

45% Rooms, 20% F&B, 15% Casino, 10% Retail, 5% Entertainment  

and 5% Transportation

Wholesale

35% Rooms, 20% Retail, 20% Casino, 15% F&B, 5% Entertainment and 5% 

Transportation

Gamers

60% Casino, 15% Rooms, 15% Retail, 4% F&B, 3% Entertainment, 2% 

Transportation and 1% Spa

Please note that each of these will vary by geographic location, historic 

visits, day of the week patterns and reason for the visit (groups).



Corporate Accounts:
How many rooms per year

What is the day of week pattern of stay

What F&B do these corporate accounts typically use

What are the company C&E requirements throughout the year

What ancillary revenues does this account generate

And how much casino play is expected

Wholesale Accounts:
How many rooms per year with seasonality

What is the day of week pattern of stay based on history from the 

region or area

What does the market want included in their rates

And how much casino play is expected from the agent’s region

What do you review to 

maximize Total Revenue?



What do you review to 

maximize Total Revenue?

Group Enquiries:
How many rooms vs the group ceiling

What is the day of week pattern

How big is the discount on the room rates

What is the value of the F&B vs the historic usage (by segment)

What is the value of Meeting Room rental/Ancillary spend vs the 

historic usage – is there meeting space displacement?

What concessions are given to secure the business

And how much casino play is expected

Casino Team Accounts:
What is the day of week pattern

What is the profit margin by team

And how much casino play is expected



How does the customer 

value help me?

Knowing the value of your customers and 

manipulating your segment mix will gives you 

the maximum profits not always revenues.

Data and knowledge gives 

you the power to make the 

right decisions.

Go find your DATA!




